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Solar sets lights and accessories USB power banks AC power banks power stations portable solar chargers solar panels overcome by solar panels medium power sets large power sets lights &amp; wiring lanterns and transformers other accessories YETI Solar Generator User Manual • Recording your product • Watch
your demo video • Download user guide Contact us: toll-free: Toll Free: 888-794-6250 675 Western. 14600 South Bluffdale, UT 84065 www.GOALZERO.com We proudly support tiff human ity www.tifie.org INPUT charging indicator battery light light display power buttons 12V power button USB power button AC power
button AC port USB port 12V port 12V know your general technical specifications charging equipment shelf times charging time with: approximate charging times retractable series AC Wall Charger (45W) 5 hours car charger weight (30W) 8 hours dimensions ensure nomad 13 solar panel 24-48 hours test ing and



certified nomad 27 solar panel 12-24 hours running boulder usage temperature 15 solar panel 20-40 hours optimum storage temperature input Input 8mm port charging 15V, up to 3A (45W) (solar, wall, or car charging) AC Outlet, 110VAC, 60Hz; continuous 80W wave pocket adjustment, 160W peak 12V port interior car
12V, up to 10 A (120W) acid lead type battery (AGM) 12V 6mm port 12V, up to 10A (120W) battery capacity 150Wh (12V, 14Ah) USB lifetime port covers hundreds of 5V cycles, up to 1.5A (7.5W) No inverter 80W adjusted pocket wave charge every 3 months no 12 lbs (5.4 kg) 7.75 × 5.75 × 6.75 in (19.7 × 14 6.6 × 17.7 2
cm) 6 months CE, FCC, RoHS 32-104F (0-40C) 77F (25C) this site or third-party tools use cookies, which are necessary for their performance and are required to achieve the purposes described in the cookie policy. If you want to learn more or withdraw your consent to all or some cookies, please refer to the cookie
policy. By closing this sign, passing this page, clicking a link or continuing to browse otherwise, you agree to use cookies. Solar power sets lights and accessories USB power banks AC power plants power stations solar chargers portable solar panels overcome solar panels solar panels medium power sets large power
sets lights and wire wassand other transformers 2 power solar power sets lights and USB accessories power banks AC banks power power power power stations portable solar chargers Solar-enused solar panels small power sets medium power lights, wire lamp sets, transformers, other accessories © 1996-2014,
Amazon.com, company or affiliate connect your yeti to your home circuits to give you power when you need them, and store them when not. Explore the main energy we are here to help you. Responses may take up to 48 hours as we see an increase in customer support. We apologize for any inconvenience. Email:
support@goalzero.com apologize for this delay! The charge of lithium batteries has been delayed due to carrier restrictions caused by a surge in online orders and charging volume. If tracking is not available for your order, please hang tight and know that we are working to get your order processed as soon as possible.
You may experience delays of 48 hours or more before submitting information about your application. Please know that your product will be shipped, shipping is guaranteed and tracking information will be provided, but due to unprecedented circumstances, our delivery times are only estimated and we cannot guarantee
the exact time of arrival. Why doesn't my track number work? Due to carrier delays that are beyond our control, we change shipping service providers on a daily basis to provide you with the fastest possible shipping times. If the tracking number is not valid, shipping through carriers is likely to be different from what the
link provides. Please copy and paste your tracking number in Google Search for the best results. Thank you for your patience! The item is out of stock, when will it be back in stock and how can I be notified? We are seeing very high demand for Target Zero products and we are working as quickly as possible to ensure
that new shipments arrive on time. Unfortunately, shipping dates are constantly changing and we also find ourselves eagerly awaiting updates. The best way to let you know and stay informed is by registering for copy notifications in stock on product pages. If you receive a notice of your return to inventory and find it out
of stock at the time you arrive on Goalzero.com, it is likely due to high demand for the product and its sale shortly after the notice expires. Please continue to register for notifications for the fastest way to be notified of restocking. Why can't I access customer support? I don't get any response over the phone or email. We
are currently seeing unprecedented high volume of calls and email. We take pride in outstanding customer service, but we soon realized that we are late and do not meet your expectations. We are currently expanding our customer support team and making the necessary improvements to answer all your questions and
giving you the time you deserve. We greatly appreciate your patience and deeply apologize for any inconvenience. How was goal zero affected by COVID-19? Like many other companies, we have been greatly influenced by COVID-19, either negatively or positively. First and foremost, we are very proud to take care of
the health, well-being and safety of our employees. We have reacted rapidly to the rise in global COVID-19 cases and have often turned into a remote working environment. For those employees who are still in the office, such as our warehouse staff that meet requests, we put in place state, federal, We have corporate
guidelines to ensure a safe and comfortable working environment. Second, as remote workplaces become more popular and energy needs increase across the country, demand for Target Zero products has taken off significantly. We are incredibly grateful that people are turning to Goal Zero for their energy needs, and
we are working harder than ever to get everyone the equipment they need. However, shipping service providers such as UPS, USPS, FedEx, etc. have suffered delays that have affected our deliveries. In addition, our customer service team is overflowing with emails and calls, and we work hard to build our team and
answer every question in a timely manner. Finally, it is not surprising that our supply chain is affected by the global epidemic. Overseas transport and manufacturing partners are experiencing a halt in their operations, and our growing demand has only put more pressure on production. This has delayed shipments
(among other things) that we have been managing to keep operations as smooth as possible. In general, we hope that everyone will remain safe and follow appropriate policies to ensure that we all continue to be healthy as we move on at these unprecedented times. Our team is doing well, stayactive, and keep it busy!
How do I check my order status? You will receive an email confirmation with your tracking number as soon as your order is shipped from our warehouse. If you haven't received this email, check your junk or junk email folder or contact us via email at support@goalzero.com you can also view tracking numbers as soon as
you ship your order by logging in to the customer's account. Why doesn't my track number work? Sometimes, the tracking number won't work while the system is processed and your information is updated. We provide a tracking number once you create a label, but that doesn't quite mean that the system has been
updated with details and may lead to an error message. If this is the case, please try searching Google Tracking Number for the best results. If you're still having problems, we recommend waiting a day or two before checking again. If this continues, we recommend accessing customer service for additional support. How
do I place an order if I am outside the United States? Currently we do not sell our products directly to customers outside the USA. We have many international distributors and retail sites. To find a site near you visit our site or for further assistance please contact, support@goalzero.com do you ship to the
AFO/mailboxes? Yes, we use USPS to deliver any AFO/P.O. fund. You should be aware that these orders are limited based on product weight, size and hazardous materials. Delivery dates are estimated and are not guaranteed with USPS. Call our Solutions Center at 1-888-794-6250 for additional information When will
my order arrive? You have the option of shipping using United Parcel Service (UPS), Fedex or US Postal Services (USPS). Shipping is guaranteed and tracking information is provided. Delivery data is estimated and is not guaranteed with USPS. 2-day and 3-day shipping: If shipping by air, place your order by 1:00 pm
Mexico Time Monday - Friday ground shipping: All land orders placed by 1:00 pm time this Monday - Friday will be shipped from our warehouse within 36 hours. 10:20 I didn't get my package even though UPS showed it was but I didn't get a refund or my product. What can I do? Please contact us directly by phone at
888-794-6250 or email support@goalzero.com we will have this solution as soon as possible. Is shipping covered by returns or exchange? Unfortunately Target Zero does not cover shipping costs at this time. Prepaid shipping labels are not provided for return or exchange. Can I cancel my order after I've placed it?
Unfortunately, this is a little difficult. We pride ourselves on the speed of switching and processing times, which means that the window that must be cancelled is incredibly small. For this reason, once you place an order you can not cancel unless within minutes of mode (literally minutes) because it is right when you place
the order we most likely load the truck shortly after. If you order and wish to cancel it, the best way to do this is to continue returning your product as soon as it is received. ##Do shipped anywhere? Unfortnately there are some restrictions here. We do not ship any products to Puerto Rico or internationally. Also, please
note that Yeti power plants with lithium batteries do not ship to Hawaii or Alaska, but all other products do. If you live on these sites, we recommend finding a local retailer. General questions where can I buy Target Zero products? You can buy all target products 0 24/7 from www.goalzero.com. Target Zero products are
also available at retailers including Cabelas, Bass Pro, REI, Best Buy and many more. Please note that not all of these retailers carry our full product line in the store, and some have a wider zero target selection available online. Check the Target Zero Retail Partner Locator near you: How do I activate my warranty? You
can do this online, visit product registration in our support area to fill out your information. Where can I find product guides or user guides? Visit the online user guides in the Goalzero.com appendage within the support. Can I be informed if I am offering any new discounts or products? Of course! Sign up to receive our
emails in the appendage of the site. You will be the first to know about any exclusive email deals and product launches. I have a specific question about a product, where can I find this information? We have a strong Q&Amp;A section on each product page. Go to the product in Your answer will most likely be found here.
If not, contact us via social media, email or phone support. I couldn't find the answer to my question, how can I reach you? Feel free to reach us for free at 1-888-794-6250, email us at support@goalzero.com or chat directly with a zero-target representative during business hours by clicking on the chat icon in the lower
right corner of the site. How durable are Target Zero products? Our equipment is tested in some of the harshest possible environments, from Everest base camp to remote villages in the Congo. We are confident that if it succeeds there, it will work whenever, wherever you need it. However, we recommend checking the
details of each product for durability ratings. For example, Venture PowerBanks is designed to withstand elements, especially humid environments, rather than target zero yety portable power plants that should remain dry at all times. All our solar panels are designed to be out soaking up as much sunlight as possible,
even if it means carrying a storm (or several). Check out individual product user guides for more information, found here: ( How do I get rid of a disabled or retired zero target product? Great question! It is very important to encourage the proper disposal of electronics and lithium batteries to prevent harm to the
environment and society. We recommend that you find an electronics waste program at your local waste management center that can properly dispose of your perishable product. Please do not throw your product in the trash. Although we do not currently have a formal recycling program, we are in the process of building
one out to help safely manage to get rid of our products. Thank you! Do you offer military discounts? Yes, we currently offer military personnel in active duty discount. You will need to check the military status with our customer service department and place your order by calling 1-888-794-6250. Do you have an agent
program? I would like to sell your products. Yes, we do! For more information contact local USsales@goalzero.com, or INTLsales@goalzero.com for international inquiries. How do I get my next trip or goal zero project? Feel free to send an email to our customer service team with a detailed overview of your project and
ask, we will review shortly after your submission. We love supporting people who use Goal Zero to push boundaries and discover their potential, but we receive a huge amount of requests. We strongly appreciate your submission and encourage you to continue to send it our way, but unfortunately we are unable to
respond to every query. Do you donate products? Yes, there is a wide range of issues that we support as an organization. If you feel you are in line with our mission you can benefit greatly from our Offers, feel free to email our customer service team with a detailed overview of your enterprise, project and ask, we will
review shortly after your presentation. As you can imagine, we receive a huge amount of requests and cannot always respond to everyone. Please understand that we try to support those who need it most, and as much as we like to support everyone and strongly appreciate your submissions, we often have to prioritize
our products to donate. I lost my product. Do you replace lost products? Unfortunately, we do not replace lost products under our warranty at this time. If you have additional questions, please contact support. 1-888-794-6250 Where do you make your products? Our products are designed, engineered and tested here in
Salt Lake City, Utah manufactured headquarters with our partners in China. Are your products dangerous? Our products are designed and designed to be as safe as possible so anyone of any age can use them with confidence without worry! Our Yeti power plants are an energy alternative to conventional gasoline-
powered generators, so they don't require any gasoline, have zero exhaust (no harmful carbon monoxide), which is almost silent. However, our products are electronics and most contain batteries and wires that can be absolutely harmful if abused and used incorrectly. Please check the user guide for instructions on how
to use the product and handle it correctly. What does battery life cycle mean? The life cycle indicates how long the batteries retain their capacity. When you drain the entire battery from 100% to 0%, you've had one cycle, and the battery life cycle rating depends on its type or chemistry. Lead acid batteries are classified
for 200-300 life cycles and lithium batteries for 500-800 cycles. Yeti lithium batteries are classified for 500 cycles to 80% capacity. This means after 500 full life cycle of 100%-0% you will still have 80% of the original rating capacity. Expect more than 2000 life cycles on a unit. With the new Yeti X line, you now have the
ability to control battery performance to increase its lifespan. At the end of these bikes, most batteries will continue to work, which means they are still usable. However, you will notice a decrease in total capacity due to battery degradation, so your operating times will not last as long as they are used. Think of your cell
phone after two or three years of use, the same idea. Again, battery chemistry will affect the amount of usable capacity after the life cycle ends. It's always a good idea to keep batteries healthy within your zero target products. Check the user's instructions for details. What types of batteries is used by Target Zero? We
use a variety of different battery techniques. We use the following types: nickel metal hydride (NiMH), Lee-NMC and sealed lead acid batteries Acid lead). Check the product's technical specifications on the product page to display a particular product. Visit the blog post of lithium explaining to read more about lithium.
How long will my power bank or power plant remain fully in charge if it is not used? If not used, power banks and power plants will usually be able to afford a full fee for 12-14 months. However, we strongly recommend using and charging the battery every 3-4 months for a healthy life and storing your power bank or
power plant connected to the wall or solar panel if possible. What is the difference between a modified nia wave inverter and a pure wave pocket inverter? Modified wavereflectors are the most common inverters on the market. It works great with small electronic equipment, and usually includes anything AC cable with a
box, like what comes with a laptop. The pure signal wave inverter produces an output that is exactly the same as that provided by the AC wall socket in your home. Although the fusion of the pure,faith-wave inverter takes more components, it produces energy that makes it compatible with all the electrical appliances you
use in your home. What does target zero mean? This is a difficult question to answer — a lot in two words. When there were five of us sitting around a table, dreaming of what we wanted our corporate culture and mission to be, we continued to go back to our roots in empowering people and taking risks in a new industry.
What came out of these discussions is the statements of our mission: zero indifference — we take risks, we are passionate about what we are doing and we are brave. Zero limits - we don't take no to answer. We find solutions and create products that people didn't even know they needed. Zero regrets - we work hard
and play hard. Goal Zero is not just a company, it's a business created by people living life to the fullest, with a shared vision inspired by passion for adventure, respect for the planet and a human heart. We are a company that provides families and individuals with the power they need to go further and stay out longer,
stay ready, and communicate with those who matter most. Proven on the ground in some of the most remote places on earth, we are constantly working to deliver smart, innovative energy solutions that will change the way you live. Is goal zero publicly traded? Our parent company NRG Energy is Fortune 200 and is
publicly traded under the symbol NRG. Why did NRG Energy buy Target Zero? NRG Energy is one of the most aspiring energy companies in the world. They are driving customer-driven change in the U.S. energy industry by offering cleaner and smarter energy options. NRG and Goal Zero are both redefining the way
power is generated and used. NRG has millions of customers across the country and supplies a wide range of energy options such as rooftop solar and electric Charging networks and 100% renewable energy access. NRG's approach to the future of energy is why Goal Zero fits well with their families. Becoming part of
the NRG family allows Goal Zero to drive innovation, create better products and empower more people around the world. In addition, NRG Goal Zero shares a passion for humanitarian action. Key energy storage questions How do I back up my house with Goal Zero? You can back up to 4 basic circuits in your home by
having an Yeti home integration package installed by a certified electrician with a power plant of 1000 yeti or larger. By flicking from the switch you can keep your main circuits powered by power outages. You can increase battery storage for longer than backup by adding YetiLink and Yeti Tank expansion batteries. Is my
Yeti locked in my house once I install kit home integration for backup power? No! This is one of the great benefits of this versatile setting. Yeti Hook can not only to your home for backup power, but can also be easily removed for portable use for your RV, boat, utility car, backyard, etc. How many circles in my house can
power Kate home integration? The home integration package can provide up to 4 basic circuits in your home. Choose your most popular room energy for emergency collection, your kitchen, garage, or any other line in your home. Can any yeti size support my house? Unfortunately not, only 1000 Yeti power plants and
larger can support home backups. How do I ship yeti expansion tanks? You can recharge yeti expansion tanks with wall power source or zero target solar panels using 8mm inputs on the YetiLink expansion unit. This allows you to recharge your Yeti expand tanks with up to 150W input while yeti tank batteries and
recharge your Yeti power station. This will allow you to connect more solar panels directly to your Yeti expansion tanks for a low recharge period. Can Yeti back up my AC and heating? Although it may be possible to heat and air conditioning requires a large amount of energy. The 1500X yeti has a maximum output of
2000W if AC or heating your appliances require 2000W or less possible to run these devices although due to the large power requirements of the devices it may drain your yety power plant relatively fast. We recommend that you review the power requirements of your devices to make sure they comply with the 2000W
inverter. Goal Zero YETI APP questions you just returned from camping without wi-fi access; Will my zero yety reconnect automatically? No, but you can easily reconnect! Just press and hold the Yeti Wi-Fi button for a second or two and the Yeti will reconnect. You'll notice the WiFi code on It becomes solid. Can I
connect to the Internet and browse the web using my Zero Yeti goal? No i'm sorry! The Yeti 1500X and 3000X do not work as WiFi routers or WiFi hotspots. For technologists, the Yeti are WiFi clients, which means they can detect the signal, connect to it, and maintain communication - they are not access points or
broadcasters. Can I connect directly to Target Zero Without Wi-Fi? Like when I'm camping? Yes! With direct connection you can connect your Yeti directly to the Yeti app without the need for Wi-Fi. My app won't connect to the new Yeti X, so what do I do? Press and hold the reset button for about 5-10 seconds to reset
the WIFI. The Wi-Fi icon on the screen will start to flash. 2. Reconnect your device to your Yeti by following the instructions in the Target Yeti Zero app. If this doesn't change the result, try resetting the unit by pressing the units and information button for 3 seconds to reset your yeti. Check with Yeti to see if the problem
was resolved after the reset. I want to connect to multi-goal Zero Yetis, how do I differentiate them? First, we recommend connecting to yety one at a time. In this way, only one yeti signal will be recognized so as not to be confused and confuse them. Secondly, once you have all the individual yeti connected to your
device, you can rename Yetis within the app. However, a name change will only appear on your device. I can't find the Wi-Fi button on Target Zero Yeti, help! It's ok, this happens to open the yeti cover, you'll see two inputs, and between them, two buttons. One button has three green lines above it, and the other has a
green circle around it. The button with three green lines above it is a Wi-Fi button, and the other is to reset yeti (see Yeti user guide for more information on it). Would I ever turn my zero Wi-Fi goal off? Yes. Although Wi-Fi only pulls a small amount of power (about 84mA), it can slowly drain the yety battery if you leave it
on and look for a device that recognizes it. For example, if you are heading out camping without internet access and no one brings a hotspot, we recommend converting Wi-Fi yet. Just press and hold the Yeti Wi-Fi button until the Wi-Fi icon on the screen is off. What happens during the firmware update Goal Zero Yeti?
Once you start updating the firmware in the Yeti app, Yeti's WiFi icon will start flashing quickly on the screen and you'll notice an alert. This can last for three to five minutes. When the Yeti screen goes blank, don't press the buttons. Once the firmware update is complete, Yeti will return to its previous state and will be fine.
Do I have to change my password? It's up to you if you do, we recommend writing it in a safe place! Help! I forgot my zero-yeti password. He's okay. It To reset the Yeti password, you'll have to reset the entire unit, which means you'll have to reconnect it with your device and reconnect it to the WiFi network. Press and
hold the unit and INFO buttons for five seconds. 2000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 Yes! My Yeti does not respond or shows strange behavior. What should i do? Try to reset the unit by pressing the units button and information for 3 seconds to reset your yeti. Check with Yeti
to see if the problem was resolved after the reset. My new Yeti does initially charge to 100%, it only charges to 95% what happens? The battery cycle several times and should solve the same problem as the Yeti dials in the charge parameters. Are there faster ways to recharge my Yeti? Yes, check out the full list of
shipping options in Goalzero.com. There is an upgraded power supply for your wall socket, as well as options combining multiple panels to get maximum input. There is a new version of firmware available and I want to update my Yeti. How can I do this? Download the Goal Zero app from your favorite app store and
follow the instructions there for an update to your Yeti. During the update process, my Yeti is stuck in a loop and keeps trying to update again and again to no avail. How do I fix this? Try to reset the unit by pressing the units button and information for 3 seconds to reset your yeti. Check with Yeti to see if the problem was
resolved after the reset, and then restart the update process. This should resolve the problem. What does the snowflake code and thermometer symbol mean? If your yeti displays a thermometer code and a warning of HOT or COLD, this means you are either approaching or exceeding the temperature thresholds of the
Yeti. A cold warning means you will need to heat the yeti in order to resume full functions while hot means you need to cool the unit. I have my Yeti connected to the charger but it is in 98% and not shipping, what is going on? In order to get life over the battery, we make sure not to press the battery pack in full condition
of charge. The battery will charge to 100% then stop, self-discharge over time to 98% before the charge is involved again. If you want to make sure that your Yeti is completely topped off for next use, then replug your input cable you should re-engage the input and start charging again. My old Yeti supplement or charger
doesn't work with my new Yeti X, should it be working? Some of the small power supply (60W and less) and old chargers will not work with the new Yeti X. For a full list of compatible chargers, please visit the technical specifications section of the product in question and find compatible chargers under charging times.
Can I use third party panels with my yeti? Yes sure! For the Yeti X line, the maximum voltage is For the lithium-lithite the maximum voltage is 22V. If using 3 multi-party panels, be careful! Connecting 3 party panels together can be dangerous if done the wrong way. Please request professional experience when
combining third party panels with your Yeti. Can I remove several zero goal plates to A Yeti X? Yes, our panels are designed to be safely chained together and eliminate the risks associated with third-party panels. While looking at your solar panel series, please note that some solar panels require an additional cable
accessory for the series together. See a specific product page for details. How do I know if my goal is Zero Yeti charged? To check the charging level of goal Zero Yeti, check the battery screen. When lighting, you'll see a outline of the battery with five slices, indicating the current charging level. It's okay to use target zero
yety even when it's not fully charged. How long will Yeti turn on my device? Please refer to our chart runtime here a quick and dirty lesson in power: all zero target power products have a number in their name, ex. These figures indicate watt hours (Wh) or the amount of power that can be stored in each battery, and can
help estimate how long your gear will run from each power bank or power plant. For example, a 500Wh 100W light battery should run for 5 hours (500/100 = 5). If your gear falls within the capacity of 500Wh of yeti, you should want to check the restrictions on each of the output ports. When you decide what to do with the
new Goal Zero power bank or power plant, it's helpful to consider the power consumption of your device. What do different display options mean? The Yeti LCD display is an advanced feature designed to help you better understand energy and monitor your consumption. The INPUT side reflects how much power yeti
receives during charging. The OUTPUT side indicates how much power the devices you connect to the Yeti pull. For more specific information about the exact Yeti unit you have, please refer to the product user manual. My yeti is whistling, what does that mean? This noise alerts you that the yeti battery is low and should
be charged. Connect your yeti to a power source as soon as possible to avoid your yeti from dying. Why light the AC button flashing on my lithium yeti? A flashing light on the AC button indicates that in the current load, the AC inverter will soon be turned off; Can I take yeti on a plane? No. Under FAA regulations, you are
not permitted to take any battery exceeding 100 hours on an aircraft. For the latest information visit the FAA Secure Package. Can I operate the devices from Anderson Power Ports on the side of the IT400 lead acid? No. Over there No protection under the voltage built at Anderson's power pole ports on the side of the
Yeti 400, meaning if you try to power the devices of these ports you could damage the battery. These ports are intended to calcinate another 400s yeti for a longer time. Will myI Link currently work with the new Yeti X power plant? Yes, technically, your link will work with the Yeti 1500X or 3000X power plant. In the
meantime, here's what you need to know: - The Yeti Link won't work with the 120W wall charger included with the Yeti 1500X charger or the 230W wall charger with 3000X to recharge tank batteries. You can use a 60W wall charger that came with a lithium yeti or zero target solar panels. - The Yeti link will recharge the
entire Yeti X power station regardless of what the shipping profile is set in the new Target 0 Yeti App3.0. - When the Yeti connector is introducing power from tank batteries or car generator, you may see the entry periodically reset to 0W every 30-40s. This is a supply glitch and your shipping unit will continue properly. -
When the Yeti connector is entering the power of tank batteries or the car generator you may see the input reset every 5 minutes for 10 seconds. In this case, the input power is turned off for 10 seconds. This is intended to happen to recalibrate the battery voltage. - When The Yeti X Wi-Fi is turned on, the Yeti link
expansion module will make the noise alert every 5 seconds. The Yeti link still works. We recommend turning off wifi to avoid beep noise. We are working to resolve these issues as soon as possible. We plan to be completely Yeti X-compatible with link solution nearby and will update the firmware through target zero yety
app or replace your Yeti link at that time. We apologize for any inconvenience caused by this. How do I know if my device will work with Target Zero Yeti? First, you'll need to determine how much power your device needs. This may require some research on your end, and a good web search or scan user guide for your
device should suffice. Second, you'll need to check the capacity of individual output ports. For example, the Target Ac Port 0 Yeti is triggered by an inverter that allows 2000W of power. This means if your device pulls over 2000W for a long period of time, the zero-yety target inverter will be turned off. Another number to
see is the high rating of the device compared to that of the port. Yeti Zero Target Inverter has an advanced boom management system that will increase its compatibility with different devices, but there will still be elements that will rise at a higher rate, and for a longer period, than the zero target that can be managed, in
which case the port can stop herself. Finally, in some cases, such as when you turn on a 12V device, such as light life 350, directly off port 12V, there will be minimal conversion, and therefore very little additional losses. In using USB ports to charge the phone, you can add a layer of conversion (a 12V battery at target
zero that is converted to USB 5V output), which offers about 10% of the losses. When using the inverter, there are two layers of conversion (12V to high voltage, DC to AC). The least efficient way to use the battery in Target Zero Yeti is to use the AC-DC adapter off the AC ports, as if you are using a phone wall charger
to charge your phone, as it adds yet another layer of conversion in the wall adapter. So when you decide what the new target zero power plant should be working on, do some research into your device's watt consumption. For more quick tips and learning tools, check out www.GoalZero.com/learn.html my USB-C port
doesn't work on my 1500x what I do? The USB-C port on yeti X power plants is two-way. You may want to disconnect the device and reconnect it if it is not charged. Try to reset the unit by pressing the units and information button for 3 seconds to reset your yeti. Check out your Yeti to see if the problem is solved after
resetting solar questions what is the difference between nomads, boulder, and boulder bag solar panels? Nomads are the most portable solar panel option. They're very packed and much lighter than their Boulder counterparts. The Bedouin line runs from 5W to 200W, and includes our small Bedouin solar chargers
designed for backpacks all the way up to large Bedouin solar panels made forging along with RV. Boulder bags are the next best choice when it comes to portability. There are two options of size, 100W and 200W, and they're a little bigger and heavier than nomads. These panels are a great high-performance option
when packing or storage space is not a concern. Standing alone rocks are non-portable options designed for permanent and temporary installation. There are two options, 50W and 100W, designed to be mounted on vehicles, rooftops, boats, and anywhere else you want to install. As a quick note, all solar panels can
often be restricted to more watts and power to charge your devices. Not limited to the option of just one panel. Are the solar panels waterproof Boulder? Yes. The rocks are designed to withstand the elements, so they are great for permanent and semi-permanent installations. What you recharge from the rocks is what
needs to stay dry, so keep those power banks and power plants cover up and protect them from dust, rain and snow. Are Bedouin solar panels water resistant? Yes. Bedouins are able to withstand the elements, but the largest bedouin paintings are housed A protective fabric container that will wear faster if left out
permanently, unlike rocks. What you recharge from nomads is what needs to stay dry, so keep those power banks and power plants cover up and protect them from dust, rain and snow. Can I tie Boulder? For the series of two or three Boulder 50 solar panels together, plug an 8mm blue ring connector from a single panel
into the input connector or input port of the next panel, using the charging cable of the final panel to connect to your target zero yeti or Sherpa. If you sequence more than three Boulder 50 solar panels together, or any configuration over 150W, you will need to buy an 8mm cable to app combine. When you sequence
boulder 100 or Boulder 100 bag plates you will need to buy 4x 8mm cable to combine to multi-series Boulder 200 PrevCase solar panels along with APP connections, you'll need to buy 4x Anderson Cable Combination (SKU 98061) from Target Zero. Can I tie the nomads? Nomad solar panels 5 and Nomad 10 are not
chainable. The Nomad 20 and 50 can be connected using an 8mm serial input port on the back of the panel up to 150W. At the Nomad 50s (over 150W) or 100s Bedouin sequence we recommend using an 8mm APP cable to combine for a series of multiple bedouin solar panels along with APP connections, you'll need to
purchase a 4x Anderson cable combination (SKU 98061) from zero target. What can I charge directly from boulder solar panels? All our Boulder solar panels are designed to charge Sherpa power banks and Target Zero YETi portable power plants. If you're looking to recharge things like headlights, phones and other
USB devices, check out my sleep-folding solar panels. How long will it take to charge my zero-nettarget from the Solar Boulder panel? Please see the solar pairing chart for solar charging times. Here can I install boulder solar panels to my surface? Yes, for boulder panels overcome, take a look at boulder 50 and 100
solar panels. Boulder bags are not designed to be permanently mounted to a fixture; This fold bag go style allows you to be more portable. Portable.
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